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Albert Utton

Candidate wants to grasp future, build on past
By Craig Chrissinger

Joe Cavaretta

''AS A LIFELONG RESIDENT of this st•te, I feel• new clim•te of opinion," expl•ined Albert
Utton, l•w professor •nd the fln•l c•ndid•te for the University presidency to spe•k publicly.

UNM Law Professor Albert
Utton, tbe last UNM presidential
finalist to addres!> the public, said
Monday the University must grasp
opportunities of the future while
strengthening present programs and
building upon the past.
Dramatic change and growth of
the region will.give UNM the opportunity to reach its potential for excellence, he said.
Projections show the Rio Grande
basin's population will double and
Albuquerque will be one of the top
six fastest-growing cities by 2000.
"First, we must grasp the opportunities of the future - the hightechnology future,'' Utton told about 150 people jn Rodey Theatre,
the largest audience for any of the
candidates. "We must join hands
with the community to achieve excellence. We must develop new patterns of cooperation and strength for
the University."
Utton, 51, said that present programs must not be sacrificed on the
altar of high technology, but future
developments should be used to improve them.
Among examples of needed im·
provement are the library and research, Utton said. An excellent library attracts excellent faculty and
both provide ~xcelhmce to a uoi-'

versity. There is a need to improve
the undergraduate experience at
UNM, he added.
Utton said the University also
should build upon the past and its
strenghts, Examples of the approach
include the Latin American Institute
and the American Indian Law
Center.
"As a life-long resident of this
state, I feel opinion has changed and
the J.eadership community is ready to
join hands with us in improving the
University and reaching for that. excellence," Utton said. "The leadership looks at UNM as one of the
great resources of this state. We also
have the support of the public."
Among duties of the UNM president, he cited a role in the leadership, character and direction of future change of the region, The president must participate in the economic, educational and cultural development of the state.
The president must lead, set the
tone and forge consistency between
groups; he must be at case with diverse groups and be able to identify
with them, he said.
Utton, who used a great deal of
humor throughout his speech, rc·
ceivcd enormous laughter when he
told of a man who asked various
people for the solution to the mathematical equation of two plus two.
continued on page 3

UNM scores rise as national averages decline·
By Robert Sanchez
UNM American College Testing
Program scores have been slowly

decreasing since ~969andhaveonly
recently begun to rise again. The
problem may not be racial or class
discrimination, but rather a lack of
thorough pre-college education,
says the dean of the University College, William Huber.
The ACT scores of entering freshmen at UNM declined from 1969
·until 1975, when it began a slow
increase. Huber said despite the increase, average scores are !JlUCh
lower compared with scores of college freshmen during the 1960s, and
lower than what should be expected
of entering college freshmen. Figures for 1981 show that scores of
freshmen entering UNM are slightly
above the national average.
An annual report by the University College states that in 1969, the
ACT composite average was 21.9.
In 1975, the ACT composite average was 18 .I , a record low. Since
1975, the ACT composite average
'
.
has begun a sIow mcrease
and an
1980 reached 18.9, still three points
below the 1969 average.
Even though all scores declined
across the board, minority scores are
still several points lower. For exampie, according to a report titled
"Standardized Academic Aptitude

Testing,'' prepared for the New
Mexico Legislative School Study
Committee, minority average scores
on the ACT in 1974 were 16.1 for
English, 15.6 for math, 15.5 for social studies and 18.6 for natural science. The non-minority compartive
scores were 19.3, 20.3, 20.4 and
23.1, respectively.
The ACT scores are used only as a
reference for "placement," Huber
said. If students score poorly on the
English part of the test, for example,
studentsarerequiredto.takearemedial course to make up for that deficiency.
Huber said the answer to raising
the ACT scores and decreasing the
number of students that need to take
remedial courses is to better educate
students in grade and high schools.
•'What we really want is for the
high schools to get students reading," Huber said. "There is no
reason to believe, no matter what
background they (students) have,
for students to come out of high
school - if they have an interest in
learning - not to score well on the
ACT."
An article in the Nov. 3 edition of
the Chronicle ofHigher Education
· states, "New stUdies are identifying
a growing number of problems in the
secondary schools ~ worsening
academic performance by students,
poo~q~ality instruction by teachers,

curricula that are short on academics
''The readings are taken from a
and long on electives, and burden- typical textbook used in college
some federal requirements." The classes.lfyou say the test is culturalChronicle is an authoratative, ly biased, the student will have to
national tabloid, which primarily take that course with that textbook to
deals with all aspects of education. graduate anyway.''
Huber said the ACT and ScholasHuber says that the test's only
tic Aptitude Test are not biased as purpose is placement. Huber said
long as they are used for the.function that from studying the test results,
for which they are designed.
students who score poorly on the
"People like to blame things," ACT fare poorly with colJege work.
Huber said. "Conditions do affect He said "most of them don't make it
people. But we are not answering even with the remedial work.
questions to why (conditions affect
"The point is," he added, "if a
people). I don't know who Joe is or student is reading at grade eight
what his background is; we are not level, he's reading at grade eight
deciding how intelligent Joe is. If level, and the ACT measures that,
the tests are utilized for purposes to pure and simple. Of course there are
what they were intended and you get always going to be exceptions."
the results - where is the bias?
Huber added that lower socio-

25

24

economic status students will have
lower scores, but that it does not
influence the way the test works which is simply to predict how weJJ a
student might do in college.
However, Chris Garcia, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
said, "There is no doubt they {ACT/
SAT) are biased in favor of middle/
upper class core-culture students.
The testers are aware of them, but
they (the tests) are better now than in
the past.
"I doubt that you could make up a
culture-free test They (ACT/SAT)
test how well a student is going to do
in an upper middle class core-culture
institution. The ACT and SAT tests
are not as good here (than as on the
continued on page 3
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University professor knew Andropov;
doubts any significant policy changes
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Dignitaries from 50 nations view Brezhnev burial
MOSCOW -The Soviet Union
buried Leonid I. 'Brezhncv behind
Lenin's Tomb Monday in a somber
ceremony attended by world leaders
as factory whistles blared and
church bells pealed across the na"
tion.
The greatest assemblage of fore"
ign dignitaries ever in Moscow pro"
duccd the Soviets' biggest show of
noncwartime security, Police scaled
off a 5"squarc.mile section in the
heart of the city,
Dignitaries from 50 nations, in,
eluding Vice President George Bush
and Secretary of State George
Shultz, heard new Communist Party
chief Yuri Andropov eulogize
Brezhnev as a ''tme son of the par·
ty" and warn of his nation's deter·
mination to expand its armed forces
to counter a military buildup by the
West.
But after the rites, the former
KGB secret police chief met with
Bush, a former head of the CIA, in a
45·minute session the vice president
described as "frank, cordial and
substantive.''

"It gave both sides the opportun- represent their countrymen to heads Brezhnev, who died of heart failure
ity to exchange views on the state of of states gathered in Red Square, Wednesday at the age of 75.
their relations,'' Bush said before he oddly bare of all decoration, for the
Brezhnev's widow, Viktoria, 74,
and Shultz left Moscow aboard U.S. hour-long funeral.
his
daughter, Galina, and son, Yuri,
A cortege of generals carrying a
Air Force planes- Bush resuming a
kissed
the late president's cheek and
I O·nation African tour and Schultz large portrait of the late president
forehead
just before his casket was
and his medals arranged on red pilreturning home.
closed
and
lowered into a grave belows entered the Square from the
Bush said Andropov told them the House of Unions, Brezhnev had lain side Josef Stalin.
Americans' presence at Bre;~:hnev' s in state for three days.
Cannons were ftred. at 4:44 a.m.
funeral was appreciated. Andropov
The generals were followed by an
and his colleagues know that the armored carrier towing Brezhnev's EST to mark the moment Brezhnev
Reagan administration wants to in- closed, black-andred-draped coffin became the lOth communist leader
to be buried in the pine-shaded nook
crease its cooperatin with the on a gun carriage.
behin£!. Lenin's tomb. Traffic stopSoviets, Bush said.
Behind came the late Communist ped on Moscow streets and pedes·
On his arrival in Moscow Sunday Party general-secretary's family and
trians faced the Kremlin in silence to
from Nigeria, Bush said the United the nation's top leaders.
mark the passing of the man who
States hoped the leadership change
The procession trudged slowly nded them for 18. years,
in the Soviet Union could provide across the mammoth Square to the
the opportunty for the superpowers tiny cemetery next to Lenin's tomb
In his eulogy delivered over
to do· away with much of their as a military band. played Chopin's Brezhnev's open casket, AndrQpov
"fears, suspicions and distrust."
warned Western leaders the Soviet
"Funeral March."
For five minutes, work stopped Union "will multiply our forces in
The official Tass news agency
said Andropov's regime was ''ready across the nation of 8..65 million our struggle for security."
"In a complicated international
to build relations with the U.S.A. on square miles and 265 million
situation, where imperialism is
a basis of full equality, non- people.
Bells pealed and factory whistles pushing the world to the path of coninterference and mutual respect.''
Thousands of mourners from blared for three minutes, followed frontation, our party and our govern·
Soviet workers specially selected to by two more minutes of silence for ment will do their best to struggle to

preserve the interests of our people
to rebuff any of those who want war,
and to strengthen our defense
might," Andropov said.
"We are always ready for equal,
honest, mutually beneficial cooperation with any country."
His words were echoed in a separate eulogy by Defense Minister
Dmitry Ustinov, who also .stressed
Brezhnev's support of the armed
forces,
Then, in a swift change from the
solemn mood, thousands of soldiers
marched past the Soviet Union's
new leadership gathered on the rostrum in front of Lenin's tomb.
Foreign delegates watched the burial ceremony from gray stone ben~:hes on either side of Lenin's tomb.
Visible among them were Polish
martial law ruler Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski, Cuban leader Fidel Castro, who wore a fur hat in the chilly
Moscow air, and Palestine Liberation Organization Chainnan Yasser
Arafat.

Lech Walesa vows faith in Polish Solidarity ·'spirit'
GDANSK, Poland-Lech Walesa said Monday he believes in the
"spirit" behind his outlawed Solidarity trade union but stopped short
of vowing to fight for the union's
restoration.
''I want to achieve friendship and
the solutions of problems in a peaceful way," Wale sa told a news con-

ference at his home 13 hours after he
returned from II months of internment by military authorities.
He stressed no conditions had
been attached to his release but
hedged questions about his own future.
"I was, am and will be faithful to
the spirit of the Gdansk agreement,''

he ~aid in reference to the historic
worker-state accord he signed to end
the Augost 1980 shipyard strike in
Gdansk and establish the East bloc's
first free trade union.
Walesa, who returned home Sunday night to a tumultuous welcome
from supporters, refused to com·
ment on the establishment of new,

official trade unions to replac~ Solidarity.
"I don't know what I will do or
how," said the 39-year-old electrician, much stouter but still sporting
his walrus mustache. "I have to
think it over."
Seen as a threat to Poland's com·
munist authorities, Solidarity was

suspended under martial law im·
posed last Dec. 13 and outlawed last
month by Parliament.
Asked if he would insist on new
free unions with the Solidarity
name, Walesasaid, "I don't know. I
have to consider, to check everything."
In a·related development, the man
who ordered Walesa's arrest, martial law chief Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski said in a rare interview
published in London's Guardian
newspaper that Poland's trade unions ''will be what the working people want them to be.

ENJOY A HERTZ
FOR THANKSGMNG

Walesa cleared up some of the
mystery surrounding his release by
revealing he was taken Saturday
from his remote internment lodge in
southeast Poland to a location outside of Warsaw to meet for nearly a
full day with the nation's prosecutor
general. The two discussed martial
law.
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ONLY

Walesa said he later was driven to
Gdansk.

UNLIMITED
MILEAGE
Subcompact manual transmission car
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CALL:

ONLY $85
FOR5 DAYS.

Flanked by two former Solidarity
advisers, Walesa said that during his
11 months of internment "I did not
sign anything and I didn't give anything up. I was freed without any
obligations. I was released a free

man."

(505) 842-4235

The comments were a reference to
speculation that authorities released
Walesa in exhange for the charisma·
tic leader's promise not to openly
oppose the regime.

Larger cars available
at higher rates.
This year, forger the homeward-bound hassle ••. and hustle down to Hertz. We'll put y~u on the rood in style at a rote that's
hard to beat. Just $159 for ten full days with unlimited mileage for a monuol-tronsmtsston subcompact car. If you are 18 or
older have a major credit card and a valid driver's license, that's all you need. Tell us what size car youwould like, and
we'll have it ready for you starriAg November 18. So call now for reservations and let Hertz make Thanksgiving a happier
holiday.
1\oles o"' not discountable. Gasoline. applicable raxe~ optional Collision Damage Waiver end Penonol Accident Insurance a"' nor.lnduded. N.o charge lor mileage. All '"" OJb)eetra ovalloblliry, CoB
must be rerulf1E'd 10 ihe tenMngloconon no later than Novembet29. 1962 or higher publ~ Henz Dolly Stondotd Unllmlred Mileage Rates will apply ro the enNre renral period. and a drop chorge will
also apply. Ask lor complere details.

By Dennis Pohlman

The official news agency PAP
stressed Walesa was a private citizen
and implied the government would
limit any political role he tried to
assume.
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Yuri Andropov's selection Friday
as the General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics makes him one
·of the most powerful men in the
world, However, a self·described
political exile from Hungary who is
also a UNM professor that once
knew Andropov doubts there will be
any significant changes in Soviet
policy in the near future .
"It's as if the Soviets are playing
chess and the Americans are playing
poker," said Paul Jonas, an economics professor, Jonas knew Andropov when the now titular head of the
Soviet Communist Party was Soviet
~mbassador to Bun gary.
"The Soviets make policy decisions like moving a pawn in a game
of chess, with each move a part of a
grand strategy. The Americans arc
more reactionary, and make deci·
sions like they are bluffing through a
game of poker," Jonas said.
He pointed to revisions in American foreign policy on such issues as
the grain embargo and the Soviet
natural gas pipeline to Western
Europe as examples of when the
JONAS
U.S. changed its stand to suit de·
velopments in the world's political
climate - something unthinkable
in the U.S.S.R.
Jonas said there probably will be a
land and New Mexico bar.
"gestation" period of about three
He is a graduate fellow ofthe Yale years before Andropov will be able
Law School and a member of Phi
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi.

Utton-----continued from fJliUB 1

The engineer quickly used his
Texas State calculator to produce the
answer of "4. '' The economist said
the answer depends on the assumptions involved, The biologist, after
hesitation, said he could not answer
because of insufficient data. Finally,
the lawyer, after shutting his office
door, whispered, "What would you
like it to mean?"
"We would like the figures
(population growth) to mean that we
in New· MeXicO.' are facing unparalleled growth and great opportunities for this University," Utton said.
He also met in closed questionand-answer sessions with several
campus groups.
Utton has been teaching international, administrative and resources
Jaw here since 1962. Previously, he
was an associate and partner in the
John Simms Law Offices of Albuquerque from 1959 to 1961.
He served as editor-in,chief of
,Natural Resources Journal for 20
years and is the co-director of the
Jaw school's Natural Resources
Center.
He was faculty adyisoroftheNew
Mexico Law Review from 1971 to
1980 and was assistant to the School
of Law dean from 1965 to 1967.
He received his bachelor's degree
in geology from UNM, ·studied international law at the University of
London and received his Jaw degree
from Oxford University in England,
where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar. He is a member of both the Eng-

Utton, a native of Aztec, N..M., is
married and has two children.
McAllister Hull Jr., Donald
Langenberg, Alex Mercure, John
Prucha and Paul Rosenblatt addressed public forums during the last
five weeks.
A New York Times article published Oct. 14, states: "Higher
scores of minority students were a
major factor in raising average
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude
Testthis year for the ftrSt time in two
decades ...
"Authorities are reluctant to cite
any single explanation for the
changes, but some point out that the
Federal Government has provided
$30 billion for compensatory programs to help disadvantaged
students . . . Others, however, do
not believe the program has been
effective and President Reagan has
proposed it be eliminated.
''Another reason some educators
think the achievement of minority
students is rising is because superintendents in some large cities with
predominantly minority enrollments
are insisting on higher standards ... "

contin'ued from psge 1

East coast). We have more noncore-culture students here than any
other school. But it is not used to
keep students out. It works pretty
well in placement. It is a warning to
students that the institution is going
to have similar values to those on the
ACT."
Rodney Young, director of the
testing division at UNM, agreed
with Huber.
"There are a large number of siudents inadequately prepared for col·
lege work," he said. "For 15 or 20
years the ACT/SAT scores have
been going down. The thing you
have to keep in. mind is: what is the
purpose of the test? The purpose is to
predict perfonnance in colleges.lf it
happens that one group (of people)
scores lower on the test than
another, you still have to ask the

Luug1es~. and 1 was one of the
30,000 'rehabilitated' and released
after years in prison when Khrushchev began really tliking charge,"
Jonas reminisced.
Jonas said that the emergence of
Andropov could mean important
changes in Hungary and all the East
European bloc nations. He sees
Andropov as a welcome change,
particularly in consideration of the
alternatives, and said he hopes the
U:S. will move cautiously in dealing
with the new Soviet leader.

Associated Press

YURI ANOROPOV
He said Andropov's more West·
em-oriented stands will require a
great deal of patience on the part of
the CPSU, but that his selection represents an important moment in
East-West relations.

The General Stores in Albuquerque
Celebrate the Grand Opening
of the
Colorado Springs Store

men~s&womenl)sclothing

•

Huber said, "Education is the
heart of our society. I'm scared for
our society. Jefferson said you can't
expect to have a free democratic
society with ignorant people."

Act·--------------

to make much of a mark on Soviet
national policies. Jonas said he is
encouraged by the choice of Andropov, whom he describes as sophisticated, pleasant, and more European
in his thinking.
Andropov reportedly has a taste
for Hungarian food, American jazz
and gypsy music, Western art and
good wine ~ things he grew to en·
joy while serving as ambassador to
Hungary during the 1950s, Jonas
said. Andropov still has Hungarian
contacts, he added.
'' Andropov on the surface may
appear more liberal, but he will fol·
low the long-term plans of the Soviet
Communist Party because that is the
nature of their system, and Andropov is too clever not to get along
with the CPSU (Communist Party of
the Soviet Union)," Jonas said.
Jonas, who was in the Production
Planning Bureau of the Hungarian
government during the time of the
October 1956 Hungarian Revolution, said he found Andropov to be
sincerely interested in a moderate
course for Eastern Europe.
"I attempted to promote moderation, and to keep support among the
people for then Prime Minister lmre
Nagy. Nagy represented a distinctly
anti-Stalinist type of communist,
and the things that Soviet leaders
such as Andropov were saying en·
couraged us ·at the time. The new
Soviet leader, Nikita Khrushchev,
spoke against Stalin in the 20th Party

O ~,Ti/1
/ J

•
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•
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purpose - is it predicting correctly? Right now they do a good job of
predicting. "
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Editorial
Yuri Andropov, the Soviet Un· under severe economic strains
ion's ex-KGB chief, has many a since a guns-and-butter policy
tough row to hoe as leader of one was implemented to improve the
of the world's superpowers, A lot of the consumer while still
myriad of problems within the financing adventurism in such
Soviet Union call for immediate countries as Afghanistan and
attention.
Ethiopia.
Not the least of the problems
An official five-year economic
is the virtual bankruptcy of Po- plan that projects the state of the
land and the economic straits planned Soviet economy
which have stricken other East through 1985 has already been
European bloc countries. Add to revised downward. The plan prothat the unrest of the Polish jected the lowest growth in the
citizenry living under martial law country's modern history, but
and the recent release of Polish · economic sights were set too
Solidarity leader Lech Walesa- high, and had to be lowered.
sure to add fuel to that fire.
Andropov needs the support
The Soviet Union itself is of the Soviet military to be an

effective leader- a likely acquisition, one the Politburo can
quickly instigate.
Until then, the rest ofthe world
can probably expect a tough
military stance, at least temporarily, to assure Andropov of the
necessary support base.
In light of a rigid military
stance, arms control negotiations are sure to be put on hold
for awhile, but a new and serious
initiative on Andropov's part will
likely be forthcoming,
Revitalized interest in detente
is a possibility under Andropov's
reign. Monetary aid from the
West to strUJ:Jgling European

countries amounts to more than
10timestheamountgiven by the
Soviet Union, making continued,
perhaps improved, assistance a
virtual necessity.
Perhaps the biggest problem
will be the so-called "Brezhnev
Doctrine," by which the Soviet
military intervened in any threat
to the government of Communist countries, starting with
Czechoslovakia in 1968,
Carrying on that policy could
prove to be difficult. Perhaps we
will see a more moderate attitude toward those nations and
hope for the best in this new era
for the Soviet Union.

Generally, I have chosen to
ignore the rantings ofthe theological ultra-right on my offer to
counsel gay, lesbian and bisexual students at UNM. However,
the latest verbal onslaught from
a Roman Catholic traditionalist- no doubt the kind that
would have applauded the Inquisition and its wholesome
burnings of homosexuals (hence
the name "faggot") during the
middle ages- does afford me
some grounds for clarification.
First, I am a priest of the Orthodox Catholic Church of America -an American and Western
Rite Orthodox jurisdiction. All

the Imperialists throught the
Baathist regime of Baghdad as·
what they then considered - the
coup de grace of the Islamic Republic. (3) The number of political prisoners is highly exagger·
ated. (ran's prisoners are mostly
smugglers and criminals. The
so-called political prisoners are
the ones who were directly or indirectly involved in all those
terrible bombings and terrorist
activities such as the explosion
of the Bureau of the Islamic
Reublic Party, martyring 72 of
the highest ranking Islamic officials, martyring the resident and
prime minister of the Islamic re·
public, bombing hotels, hospitals and mosques, and martyring
many popular and beloved
Ayatollahs; crimes that the people of Iran will never forgive nor
forget.
We firmly believe that the regime of the Islamic Republic
under the leadership of Imam
Khomaini is enjoying the sup-

port of a vast majority of people
of Iran; otherwise, as all of the
politicians agree, it would have
been toppled by now or even
much earlier, in the face of so
many crimes such as the imposed war, economic sanctions
and miscellaneous plots subsidized and masterminded from
ouside. Today the Islamic Republic has established itself as a
strong power in the Middle East.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Editor:

It is a reality, independent from
both east and west blocks, that
the conspiracies of the superpowers and their brutal lackeys
can neither vanquish nor force to
compromise.
Mohammad Mazidi
Zahara Taheri
Mohammad Ali Ataee

Point missed on free speech
Editor:
In a recent editorial Robert
Wood made the case that free·
dom of speech is linked to economics. Which great oil conglomerate is funding the Lobo? Which
electric company pays for the let·
ters to the editor? After reading
this somewhat incoherent article
one gets the impression that
anything printed or broadcast is

CiJM&

Afi!IIN'?

I
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FO/?M$.1 IMGer-7/NG MARR!IJI)/

just part of a fascist plot that the
public, being a bunch of idiots
with oatmeal for brains, willingly
accepts and defers to.
To my mind, MP.Wood has entirely missed the point of freedom of speech. Allowing someone else to exress an opinion
does not mean that you defend
that opinion or even agree with
it, nor does it mean that anyone
reading that opinion will automatically be convinced by it. I
was certainly not in agreement
with anything Mr. Wood was
trying to say in his commentary,
but at least he had the rightto say
it and I had the right to disagree.

\

Rebecca J. Gore
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Orthodox are not Greeks. The in the mid-1970s, when the pope
Greeks have their own jurisdic- himself acknowledged that in
tion, the Russians theirs, and so many cases, homosexuality was
on with various ethnic Orthodox itself a constitutional given and
groups- all autonomous, re- not a lifestyle opted for? Or how
fleeting the pattern of the Primi· his views accord with the detive Churcil. We hold the same tailed Vatican suggestions for
faith -a faith untouched by the pastoral counseling that allowed
heresy of schQiasticism, which · for wide latitude in handling the
pervaded and corrupted the Ro- issue- even though I personalman Church after it had lapsed ly mig~t feel that they were not
into schism from Holy Ortho· extens1ve enough? Or how they
doxy in the 11th century (there accor~ with th~ views o_f ~he
are other views to history be· ~athohc.Th~o~og1cal Assoc1at1on
sides that of the Roman tradi- 1n Amenca m Its. excellent study,
tionalist one).
"Human Sexuality," including
Second, would the writer like their. very incisive Biblical exto explain how his reactionary eges1s?
views accord with the far more
Does Mr. Mascarenas, in his
moderate views of Pope Paul VI J?rayers for me, include seeking

Christian rebukes misleader

Islamic regime enjoys support of the majority
has always been an open secret
and on the other hand joined
ranks with Kurdistan's Democratic Party (another Marxist group)
and other sworn enemies of the
Islamic regime, including the late
Shah's exiled generals, who are
collectively responsible for the
mu·rdering of thousands of innocent civilians and revolutionary
guards. These groups didn:t
even hesitate to massacre hundreds of their captives in Dezly
prison in Kurdistan.
But as to the accusations, (1)
Some of the colleges in Iran are
closed because a new curriculum is being prepared for an Islamic cultural revolution. All other
interpretations such as student
unrest or strike are false and
void, especially the allegation
that women are banned from
universities. (2) We are surprised
the O.I.P.F.G. pretends ignorance as to the real nature of the
war. No one can deny that the
war was imposed upon Iran by

Priest says onslaught reminiscent of Inquisition
Editor;

Letters

7H£8'1'31CIIJM.
IMCAtUNGIT
i "fA5r LANes,

-

Letters

New Kremlin leader has tough row to ho.----e~--=-:--~

Editor;
Unfortunately, this is not the
first time that the Daily Lobo has
published the hostile views of
the oponenets of the Islamic regime of Iran. On Dec. 9 of last year,
the son of a late general of the
Shah's hated regime, Mansour
Kia, created some clashes be·
tween the opponents and the
supporters of the Islamic regime
through the publication of his
false remarks in this newspaper.
Once again, on Nov. 11, 1982,
the Islamic regime of Iran has
been the target of false accustions, this time from a source
who does not have the courage
to identify his political stance.
Hossein Kermani gives the Daily
Lobo a ''flyer" which "reflects"
his own opinion but supresses
the fact that the flyer is issued bY
O.I.P.F.G., the Fadayan Marxist
guerillas who are among the well
known enemies of the Islamic
regime. They have on one hand
coalesced with the Toudah Party
whose allegiance with Russia

Lol>o, November 16, 1982

......... , •• , . .

In response to the letter about
faith and sexuality which was
printed-in the Lobo, I would like
to inform the writer of his error in
stating that"there are no biblical
references to homosexuality,"
and that "God doesn'tcare about
whom you choose to love.''
Firstly, in the Old Testament,
God completely destroys two
cities named Sodom and
Gomorrah. Why are these cities
destroyed? Sexual immorality in
the form of homosexuality. In
Genesis 19:4,5, it is written: "Before they had gone to bed, all the
men from every part of the city of
Sodom - both young and old surrounded the house ••• They
called to Lot, 'where are the men
who came to you tonight? Bring
them out to us so that we can
have sex with them.'" Being
angels of the Lord, the two men

who had come to Lot told him idolaters nor adulterers nor male
and his family to flee, and within prostitutes nor homosexual
a day the city and its inhabitants offenders •••• will inherit the
were
destroyed. Kingdom of God.'' Further down
he writes: "Therefore honor God
The statement Mr. Cox made with your body.''
about the non-existence of the
term homosexuality before
I would also like to add that I
modern times is mistaken and am in no way judging anyone. I
misleading. Whether the term leave that to the Lord.l am simpexisted or not is irrelevant. The ly replying to a common misfact of the matter is that perception of what God's will is
homosexuality has existed for concerning sexuality. Part of a
thousands of years, and the Bible Christian's responsibility is to reconsistently refers to it as sin. buke those who mislead others,
How, may I ask, could the word and to do this out of love for
of God refer to this sexual lifes- them through Jesus Christ.
tyle as sin, without having a
word for it which corresponds to
Marc T. Canner
the modern one? No, my friend,
our contemporary 13ible transla·
tions are correct!
In I Corinthians 6:9, Paul
advises: "Do not be deceived:
neither the sexually immoral nor

The Aragon candidacy:
is it rumor or reality?
Editor:
According to the Lobo of Nov.
10, the rumor that has kept me
awake nights may become a
reality: John Aragon is a "possible" candidate for UNM President according to Henry Jaramillo, President of the Board of Regents. A candidate more lacking
in appropriate academic credentials and experience would be
hard to imagine.
What is frightening about contemplating Aragon is that
rumors about future UNM presidents have sometimes turned
out
to
be
true.
Seven years ago there was a
rumor that our President would
be an ex-coach who was then
president of the third best uni·
versity in Idaho. Many of us
didn't believe it. But it happened.
Now· the persistent rumor is
that our future President will be
the person who is presently president of the sixth best university
in New Mexico. Powers and persons are allegedly working behind the scenes to accomplish
this, or so the rumor has it.

1

The Regents must be dis·
suaded from expanding their list
of candidates. This should be
done not only to avoid the sus• pect business of seriously considering Aragon, but to maintain
orderly and commonly under·
stood procedure and to avoid
collective insult to the present
tandidates.

the intercession of such Roman
Catholic saints as the great Doctor of the Church, St. Anselm .of
Bee, whose love letters to the
monk Guido are extant, or one of
the lights ofthe Cistercian Order,
St. Aelred of Rievaulx, whom
even Cistercian historians now
acknowledge to have been a
homosexual, or John Henry Cardinal Newman, who was so distraught by the death of his life.
long companion, Ambrose St.
John, that he lay on Ambrose's
casket the whole time it was in
the Chapel of the London Oratory before his burial?
And which of the Seven
Ecumenical Councils- for there
have been none since the first
seven, due to the Roman Schism
of 1054- ever labeled
homosexuality one of the four
sins that cries to God for
vengeance?
By the way, the term
"schismatic" as applied by Romans to Orthodox is certainly
out of vogue, at the least, and to

hieromonk

Welcomes pre-health students to
our business meeting:
Tuesday Nov. 16 at 7pm
1815 Roma NE 277-5029

The classic: c:huldca.
Well-bred to be as functional
as it is handsome.
At a glance, you can see the
fine leather and .expert crafts·
manship. A custom formed
outsole is permanently bonded
to the spectal water·res1stant
tanned cowhide upper. It looks
every bit the quality boot it IS.
What you can't see, you have
to feel. Inside, only your foot

knows the luxury of being
surrounded on all sides by
leather-lined paddmg. Your
foot snuggles down mto the
unsurpassed comfort of deep
cushion insole and warm
supple leathers. First class
!ootwear... on any turf.

Richard F. Tomasson

Note to experts
on morality
Editor;
To David Mascarenas, and any
other self-righteous experts on
homosexuality, morality, Christ·
ian doctrine, Bible quotation,
and judgment; and to their need
to express their Anita Bryant
"state-of-grace" advice, •• Go
to Hell.
Rick Aragon
(Heterosexual Christian)

BuSiness Manege;,., •• , .•.••• Mrchaal Ford
AdvertiSing Manager.,, ••••• James Fisher

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~·-···················

Fr. James A. Kennedy

National Chicano Health
Organization

Data Entry ••••••••••• , , •••. , • Stacy Green

letters Submission Polley
Letters to the editor tnu.st be typed, doU·
ble·spocod end no morothon tOO words. All
mailed-In letters must be signed by the au ..
thor and Include addre.. and telephone
number. No nemes will be withheld. The
Dsi/y Lobo does not guorantao publication
and will edit letters for longth and libelous

my knowledge nowhere officially used or sanctioned on either
side since Pope Paul VI and Patriarch Athanagoras lifted the
mutual exc.ommunications, originally rendered in 1054. aoth
Communions now simply view
each other as s~parat~d over the
centuries through a number of
historical and cultural tragedies
that both sides realize ought not
to have occurred- and some
theological differences that still
need to be resolved.
Further, the Catholic Church is
n.ot now and never has been limited t.o the Roman Communion-- and Rome doesn't even
deny now the Catholicity of the
Orthodox or Oriental or other
Catholic Churches.
Too bad Mr. Mascarenas is
such a poor student of history
and such a devotee of ideological claptrap.

Winrock only!
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Childcare Co-optolink up
with college of Education
By Stephanie Dominguez

DREAMS COME TRUE: George O'Neil, director of the Child Care Co·op, scans the playground
of the new facility on University Blvd. that opened Tuesday morning.

New ASUNM-GSA child care co-op opens doors

which showed that the link-up
would be "very feasible and veiy
The UNM Childcare Co-op will profitable educationally,"
He said the first study was done in
be academic;~lly linked to the College of Education by the summer of 1981 by a task force appointed by
1983, promised UNM Provost former UNM President William
McAIIiBter Hull Jr., physics profes- "Bud" Davis.
The task force study resulted in
sor, at a recent meeting with the
tbe approval ofthe new Co-op buildASUNM Lobby Committee.
Lobby committee member Ed ing, Raff said.
The second study developed by
Raff, said the committee also received commitments from Interim professors Polly Turner and Mary
President John Perovich and Vice Smith of the home economics dePresident of Student Affairs Marvin partment, resulted in a proposal for a
five-year phase-in plan.
"Swede" Johnson.
Under the Turner~Smith plan, the
"Both expressed their support for
the link-up, and said they would education department would obtain
write formal recommendations to some funding for the link-up program by requiring students employed
Provost Hull," Raff said.
Mark Duran, lobby committee by the Co-op to enroll in a home
chairman, said the UNM Childcare economics course dealing with
Co-op has been working with the childcare, Raff said.
He said other funds would come
lobby committee throughout the
semester for an academic link-up to from utilizing the childcare Co-op as
give the childcare program more a laboratory for a 200-level home
economics topics course. Such
financial stability.
Currently the Co-op is funded laboratories would be supervised by
yearly by ASUNM and GSA graduate students in the home ecoappropriations of approKimately nomics department.
•· Raff said he has received a few
$30,000.
Raff said that although Dean of complaints from persons concerned
Education David Colton voiced his about students losing their control of
approval of the link-up, he was hesi- the childcare Co-op to the College of
tant to commit the college to "any Education.
''Right now, parents have a lot of
new policy" while the University is
in the process of selecting a new imput into what is done at the Co-op
and how it is done," Raff said.
president.
"Now this imput would br. rePerovich, Hull and Johnson were duced."
also hesitant about the link-up, but
If the childcare Co-op is incorpofor other reasons, Raff said.
rated into the College of Education,
"We got nothing but encourage- it will be administered and funded
ment and support from all of them,'' by the University, he said.
Raff said, "Their only hesitation
"The link-up program will better
concerned the availability of funds, train faculty, students and parents to
and the feasibility of instituting the provide a quality childcare facilprogram."
ity," Raff said. "It will also serve as
Raff said the committee. presented an educational tool for the unitwo studies done at the University versity."

restroom facilities- including dents, ages two to six, are $30 a
those for the handicapped - are in- week for the first child and $25 a
cluded in the building.
week for the second child.
The Co-op parking lot is a free
Time sharing fees for parents with
parking area for UNM students. A children ages two to six are: MWF,
The new building is more than new bus route will include the Co-op $18 a week; TTH, $12 a week; a.m.,
6,200 square feet, including six day- building and will shuttle students to $15 a week; and p.m., $15 a week.
care rooms, divided according to the the main campus.
children's ages. The rooms have
Full time child care costs for chil·
Present tUition and fee schedules
observation booths from which the are as follows:
dren two-years-old and under are
children, ages six weeks to nine
Registration fee per semester per $40 a week
years, may be monitored, Three child: $5
Time sharing costs for children
large playgrounds, a kitchen, and
Full time costs of daycare stu- under two are: MWF, $27 a week;
TTH, $18 a week; a.m. and p.m.
$22.50 weekly.
After school children: M-F, $15 a
week.
Non Co-op parents pay an addi·
For only $10.00 per year you can send the Daify
tional $14 weekly.
l-r1ho to any mldrc;s in the whole US of A. Thut
means all75 papers published in ;cmc;ter I, all
7.1 papers published in semester U. and even all
nine papers publbhcd during the summer ~cs
~ion will be mailed the day they arc published,
That's 157 ncw,papers delivered hOJitc foroniy
By Terri Jenkins
tures than ballots." She said these
$[0.00.
I 0 people who presumably signed in
Some 3,500 ballots were printed and then forgot to deposit their balBrh!g your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
for last week's ASUNM election, lots could account for 10 of the 15
Room 131 !on Redondo Dr. between
"Of those 3,500 ballots printed, unaccounted-for ballots. The other
the journalism and biology huildiugs) any
3 ,485 have been accounted for," five may be due to a printing error,
time from 8:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
said Karen Gallegos, ASUNM attor- she said.
Monday through l<'riday or mail it to UNM
ney general.
lim' 20, Alb. N.l\1. 87131
"I'm really pleased," Gallegos
With 14 designated polling
added. "The tally hasn't been that places, voters weren't turned away
close in UNM's recorded history." or forced to wait long periods oftime
The voter turnout, while appear- to vote. A special polling place was
ing light, is about average for fall set up in Gallegos' office for stu·
elections at UNM. The heavy, but dents without a valid I.D. "Students
sporadic rainfall also contributed to were sent to my office to vote, and
a small vote total, she said,
we checked with the Dean of StuThe I percent discrepancy in the dents office to verify their student
vote was discovered Wednesday
evening during the count. Final certification of the election is expected
today.
"Every year there's usually some
discrepancy, such as more ballots
than signatures," Gallegos said.
"This year we had 10 more si,gnaThe ASUNM-GSA Child Care
Co-op opened its doors Monday in
the new child care building, 1210
University Blvd, N.E.

--

Senatorial election is uncontested
status,' • she said.
"The most important thing is that
this election has been uncontested,''
Gallegos continued. "In the last
four years, there's not been one uncontested election."
Of the 12 polling stations on campus, seven matched exactly during
counting.
ASUNM also engineered an ingenious way to dry the ballots so they
could be counted by computercirculating air from the computer's
intake fan was used to dry the ballots
sufficiently for counting.

News and Notes

Ka\111\'ie.e.\

50%0FP
Selected Group
of Bodywear.
Hundreds of leotards and tights by
Capezio, Danskin and f'lexatard
Sale Ends IYov. 24
All Sales Final

•

Open Mon.-Sat. 9;3o-6:oo
21jS·8673

~82.1 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 871o8

The University of New Mexico is
in the process of appealing a court
ruling which awarded former UNM
Black Studies director, Harold
Bailey, $147,500, .said James Duke
Thornton, one of the lawyers representing UNM.

Once described as the "enfant
terrible" of Mexican letters, Agustin's first novels were noted for
humor, slang, and stylistic innovation. He has directed movies and
theater, and written literary criticism.

Thornton said that the appeal has
already been started, but that the
documenting statement has not yet
been filed. Thornton said the wait is
for the court transcripts.
. The jury awarded Bailey $97,500
in compensatory damages and asses·
sed $30,000 in punitive damages
against former UNM President William E. "Bud" Davis and $20,000
in punitive damages against UNM
Vice president Marvin D. "Swede"
Johnson last August in federal court.

Currently Agustin writes editorials for the Mexican newspaper
• 'Excelsior'' and programs for
Gente grande1' on the SIN television
network (Channel 48). His latest
novel is "Cerca del fuego."

Contemporary. Mexican novelist
Jose Agustin will lecture at2 p.m.
today in the Ortega Hall Reading
Room.

Agustin was a visiting professor
with the UNM Department of Modem and Classical Languages during
1979-1980. The lecture tonight will
be in Spanish,

,SMALL
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Cadet plans long ROTC career
By Terri Jenkins

Suarez said, ''most of the men I will
graduate with were my recruits."

Air Force ROTC Cadet Javier
Suarez will be commissioned a
Second Lieutenant in December.
This will be Suarez' new career in
the Air Force, as he has already
served eight years active duty as enlisted.

Suarez is an accounting major at
the University of Albuquerque. He
is a participant in the cross - town
agreement between UNM and U of
A, which allows U of A students to
join the Air Force ROTC, U of A
only offers Army ROTC at its
campus.

Why the decision to change from
Staff Sergeant to offic~r?
"I was looking for a more challenging career," Suarez said. "I
wanted an enhancement of my responsibilities,''
As Non- Commissioned Offic.
er in Charge, administration, Suarez
worked with ROTC cadets from the
start of their programs until they
were commissioned. This included
everything from the cadet's initial
testing to choice of a category slot.
Air Force cadets are given first
choice of four career slots upon entering the ROTC program: pilot,
navigator, technical, and non technical. "If the Air Force needs
other personnel, or the cadet doesn't
qualify, another slot may be given to

The 27-year-old El Paso native
has eight years prior service in the
Air Force, joining the service im·
mediately upon graduating Jrom El
Paso's Tornillo High School in
1973. Suarez has been station>;ld at
Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio; Keesler Air Force Base,
Mississippi; Anderson Air .Base on
Guam; and Kirtland Ai.r Force Base,
.Albuquerque. He will report for
duty in January 1983 as an auditor
JAVIER SUAREZ
for the Air Force Audit Agency at
the cadet." Suarez said. "A cadet George Air Force .Base in Calican also accept or decline the slot if fornia.
he doesn't want it."
And although not directly
Suarez is single, and has four
assigned to recruiting, Suarez un- years' committed service with the
officially recruited participants for Air Force and plans on twelve more
the UNr.:t program. • 'In fact," years' service until retirement.

wm be run the day
before llle event and the day vf the event on a space

AnnOUIICCments In Lip Sen'kr!

cn·oiiPhle basiS. Lip Servfce Is available to Q/1 'UNM

non·proflr organfzatlons. Forms /Qr Lip Servir:e con
be p(cked up fn Marron Hal/, room 138 (llld must be
tumed /11 hy2 p.m. the da)l prior to publication.

Today's Events
Anore11la Nervosa and Dultmlll Self·Hdp .Group
will meet from7 p.m. to9 p.m. todayJntbcWomcn's
Center.

A .Math Conrlden-;e WorksJtop will meet from
ll:JO o.m, to 12:30 p.m. today in the University
SkUlls Center, third. floor, Zimmennan Library,

Career Planning: The Why'li .-nd How's)J will be
held from 10 a,m, to 11 a.m. today in the Career
Seryfces Center, Me.sn Vista 2131.
11

"Like aRos~," a film about women In prison, will
be shown tu part of the Everywoman's Serleti from 7

p.m. tn9 p.m. today in th~: International CITfller.
QuiJotes de America wilJ hold a conf~renc;e abmJ~
tbe historical and literary events durins the lifetime of
Cervnnt~ from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. today nt the V.A,
Medlcal Center. Staff Conference Room (Building J
Annex),. 2100 Rlds;ecre:;t SE. Dr. Ben Pasch, former
Director of Summer School for Foreign Studerus at
the University of Quilo, J:cuador, will read chaper IX
of 11 EI Quijote de 1._ Mancha, 11 The public ls invited
free of charge. More information fs avallable from
Dr. Hugo G. Pena, evenings only, at 2.SS·601.S.
The Campus Cruaade fiJr Chris I meeu at ·1 p, m.

Utility easements for kids is approved
By Craig Chrissinger
The UNM Board of Regents
approved Monday a utility easement
for the Child Care Co-op building
and a six-year land lease agreement
with the New Mexico Activities
Association for a half-acre site.
The Regents also heard an administrative report from Interim PresidentJohn Perovich and approved all
submitted faculty contracts, leaves,
resignations and retirements.
In addition, ASUNM President
Michael Gallegos reported on the
Election Code Task Force and the
formation of a Publications Board
Task Force,
The utility agreement will provide
the Child Care Co-op on North Campus with electric power and phone
service by bringing a utility line
along the KNME-TV station's property line.
The NMAA, located on campus
for 22 years until 1974, is a non·
profit educational organization com·
posed of approximately 270 New

Mexico junior and senior high
schools, The six-yearlease term will
be followed by year-to-year renewal
periods.
Perovich said UNM is projecting
a $350,000 shortfall on estimations
for tuition revenue because of the
change in resident status, and a $1.5
million shortfall in land revenue.
Federal funds for research at
UNM lire up about 5 or 6 percent
from last year, whilethecostofutili·
ties is up about 20 percent this year.
Preliminary Board of Educational
Finance appropriations for UNM
next year are 13.3 percent higher
than this year,
Gallegos said no complaints were
filed in last week's ASUNM election, the first time in at least five
years.

Daily Lobo funding.
Gallegos said the Task Force's
main concerns will be that the Lobo
remain independent and autonomous, and that it be governed properly. It will also see if the Lobo can
survive without ASUNM and GSA
funding.

Tuc::~day

on the North Campus Base Medical Sciences
Building, next to the Medical Schoo1 Library, ropm
201, Newcomers arc welco_me.
ReprtseniatlveJ from the u.s. Border Patrol Wilt
have a table: in the SUB from 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m.
today. They will provide JnformaUon 9n careers and
application process with the Dorder Patrol.
Tho UNM Skydlvlna Club will hold !to. weekly
meeting at7 p.m. tod"yln the SUB, room23l·B. The

$encral public is invile~.

M~mber$

are encouraged to

attend.
A a ... or Arabi< will be offered In the sprfns.
More information is available from the International

Center or from Muhammed A..U at 84Ul97.

llNM Kortlutll Clul! will meet from 8 to 9 tonight
In Carll5le gym. Th~y will be t~mlng up in prcparpllon
of the Holland Irip in June 1983.
L.u Can•Jnmu will have a very importunt meeting
In the Hokona Lounge. All members are
requested tg attelld,

a~,? tPilisht

The Gllf and Lesblsn Stl.!denl Union Ortlcl,l Jfou11
nre from ll n:.m, to 1 p.m. Mondn)', Wednesdpy and
Friday. IZ p.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesd11y IUldThursdny The
GLSUOfnt:~lslocnted in the SUD, room2l5+

Wednesday's Events
Tho Sur! Qance Club meets frum 7:30p.m. to 9:30
p.m. W~;dn.;.~day$ In the sUa, room 253. l he·t:tuu
cmphruizes simple sopgs and dances from tht major
devotionul t~aditions. of the wort~ designed to
promote peace ond !llllt)' among the dan~:"ers. No
prc\ious- Ckptriencc nrcessary. More infQrmat!Qn Js
ovall~bloat 243·6091 and 268·5743.
'J'11t' Spanl_!!ob Club meets at 3 p.m. Wed11c5days In
the lntemotional Center.

The Presidential Sthohtl1 Club will present Phil
Roeder who will lead a discussion 1~tled HWhat Af1cr
Drezhnevu at 7 p.m. Wednesday In lhe SUB, room
231·0 and E.

The Gay and Lrsblan Studenll1nton· wilt have nn
open discussion tltle:d ''Brands of Activism" hom~d
by a pnnel pf community leader.s ot '1 p.m. Wednesdny In the SUB, room 23J ..A and B. More lnformalon is avallut:Jie at 266-8041 between 7-9:30 p.m.

U'fhe Job Snrth: Selling the Produt'I•Youl" will
be hc:l~from _2 p.m. to 3 p,m. Wednesday In lhll!
Career Services Center, Mesa VJsta2131.
Communication Skills Tnt (CS'J1 will be gi\'cn
from 4 p.m. to $ p.m. Wednesday In the Unfvcr$11)'
Skills; Center, third noor, Zfmmernum Library.
Tht Womeh'• Ctrller'• Brown D•a Strlea will
feature "Women's Health Jssues11 from 12 noon to 1
p.m. Wedn0$day.

TheTheolo&Y for Lund1 Series will feature: a Cron
Cultuntt Unity Program from 12 noon lo 1 p.m.
Wednesda.yfn .the SUB, room 2!i.l.

~

M

Vice President Marvin "Swede"
Johnson, GSA President Dolph
B'amhouse and Gallegos formed the
Publications Board Task Force to
evaluate current procedures and

Phi/ Roeder
diiiCUIISes

What After
Brezhnev?
Wednesday 1:pm
SUBRms. 231 D,E

AllStudents
Welcotne!
sponsored by the Presidential Scholars

Serving Charbroiled Burgers!
lf you're thinking about a thick, juicy
charbroiled hamburger made with
a quaner pound of
100% pure beef, garnished
with plenry of lettuce,
tomato, red onion,
pickles and special dressing,
topped with a sesame
seed bun and delivered
in a bed of hot alspy
French Fries-you're thinking about our
own Burger 13osket.
We use the best
Ingredients we can
find and put them
together fresh for
you at a very tasty
price- $1.69

Dally Durg•r

Dask.t Sp•clals
We're offering a different
Burger Special
each day. We'll start
with the same quaner pound
of lean 100% charbroiled beef.

Then we'll add the Special of the Doy,
serve it up on a Salt Water French
Hard Roll, garnish With lots of
fresh lettuce, tomato and sweet
red onions ond nestle It In hot
kitchen fries and crispy
onion rings. All
for the special low
price of $1. 79.
Here's the menu of
Dally Specials:
Monday

Swiss Cheese Burger ·
with Bacon
Tuesday

Cheese Burger with
Hot Green chill
Wednesday

Monterey Cheese Burger
with Sauteed Onions
Thunday

Cheese Burger with
Chill Con Corne
Friday

Pizzo Burger
Try the Dally Burger Basket Specials
at the Sidewalk Cafe. you'll find Tastetempting variations you con enjoy every day
at unbearably low prices. It's aU here
at the New Mexico Union: the Best Food,
the Best Selection, the Best Prices.

New Mexico union Pood service
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Arts

Arts

Faculty and guest produce chamber music

Palin film full of good taste

Five UNM faculty members and
one guest artist will perform in the
solo/chamber music concert ;~t 8:15
p.m. on Thursday in Keller Hall of
UNM's Fine Arts Center.
·
Concert selections are Chopin's
piano sonata in B minor, Op. 58;
Dutilleux' s "Sarabande et Cortege;" Villa-Lobos' "Jet Whistle;"
and Glinka's "Trio Pathetiquc,"
The concert guest artist is pianist
Arlette Felberg, who recently
appeared with her husband,
Leonard, on the "Opus 22" TV
program. She h;~s performed at the
New Mexico Music Festival at Taos
and with the UNM Symphony
Orchestra.
Three of the UNM music faculty

members form the highly acclaimed
Seraphim Trio. They arc Leonard
Fclberg, Joanna deKeyser and
Gc.orge Robert.
Felberg has performed in solo and
chamber music concerts, on radio
and television and as a soloist with
orchestras throughout this country
and Europe. A Yale University
graduate and recipient of the coveted
Horatio Parker Fellowship, Felberg
was a prize winner in the 1966 Geneva International Competition, has
performed as a member of the Concertgebouw Orchestra 9f Amsterdam, and has joined the Berkshire
Quartet for summer concerts.
DeKeyser is a winner of the Geneva I nternat'1o na I Compe t't'
1 wn o f

The two additional UNM faculty
1959, has presented a New York debut recital in Carnegie Hall, and has members who will perform in the
performed throughout the United Nov. 18 concert are Frank Bowen,
States and Europe. A film of her flute, and Artemus Edwards, baspr,rformance of the Dvorak Concer- soon,
The recipient of two Fullbright
to won the Vien.na Film Prize.
Born in Vienna, Austria, Robert grants for study in the Netherlands,
is a former member of the First Piano Bowen has toured with the NetherQuartet, which performed more than lands Wind Ensemble and the Am120 broadcasts for RCA Victor and sterdam Baroque Trio. He is feaappeared with the New York tured on a number of recordings and
Philharmonic and the Philadelphia has performed as a guest artist with
Symphony, Since joining the UNM the Santa Fe Chamber Music Fesfaculty, he has performed as a tival.
Principal bassoonist with the
soloist with the UNM Symphony
Orchestra and the New Mel\ico , Albuquerque Opera Theater and the
Orchestra of Santa Fe, Edwards is a
Symphony ..

graduate of the Curtis Institute in
Philadelphia. He has served as principal bassoonist with the New
<?rleans Symphony, the Indianapobs Symphony and the Chicag9 Little
Symphony.
·
The Nov. 18 concert is being presented as part ofUNM's Keller Hall
Series, a series of chamber music
and solo performances by music
faculty artists. Tickets are $2, general admission; $1.50, senior citizens
and UNM faculty and staff; and 50
cents, students.
For ticket information, call the
UNM Fine Arts Box Ofice at 277-

4402.

Tuesday's Feature

We Are All Arab Jews in Israel
7:00, 9:00
SUB Thutre • SUB/Lower Level/South Enl111nce
Undergrlldu..•• $2.00 Grlldu•teii/Non•.audenls Q.SO

show and lecture, "Avant-Garde
Photography in the 1920s and
Early 1930s," at 8 p.m. on Nov.
18 in Room 2018 ofUNM's Fine
Arts Center. The public is invi ted.
As a photographer, Coke has
contributed to the field in the
areas of color experimentation
and image manipulation. In his
own words, Coke's work deals

The Missionary is now showing
at the Los Altos Twin Theater, Montgomery and Wyoming. It stars
Michael Palin and is directed by
Richard Loncraine. (Rated R)
To all lovers of blood, sex and
vulgarities: Please go away; this
movie won't please you at all.
It has only one bad word, one very
short bloody nose scene, and an
even shorter naked woman scene.
You won't like it at all. It's done in
go~d taste.

You can go away too, but start
praying. Reverend Fortescue is a
missionary who saves prostitutes by
sleeping with them. Pray hard and

Coke returns to g1ve lecture
Van Deren Coke, former department of art chairman and
director of the University Art
Museum at UNM, will return to
UNM Thursday and Friday
through the art department's
Visiting Artist/Lecturer series.
An artist Who is currently the
curator of photography at the San
Francisco Museum of Modem
Art, Coke will p!escnt a slide

~rugge

may~e God will send you a nicer
movie about bunny rabbits.

y.'ell guys, remember The Life of
Bnan when Brian sang "Always
Lo?k on the Bright Side of Life"
while on the cross? Michael Palin
has ~rought that same kind of craziness mto The Missionary only with a
more &ubdued, dignified approach.
Unfortunately, his subtle humor can
be too subtle for American taste
buds and cause the movie to appear
slow. Any audience who wants to
enjoy this movie will have to
appreciate English humor and long
running jokes.

Uear Saints:

•

ASUNM Film Committee presents

By Janet

In any case, The Missionary, in
addition to being an intelligent
movie, is a good mixture of funny
characters, European and African
sct;nery.

with "the mystery of light and
the juxtaposition of simple
shapes."
Coke has presented a number
of exhibitions throughout the United States and in Europe &lld has
held the directorship of the International Museum of Photography
at the George Eastman House in
Rochester, N.Y.

Ballroom dance club
prepares fall formal

Michael Palin plays the woebegone missionary, Reverend Fortescue, who wants only to get married
and settle down. The story begins
when he is shipped nome from a
10-year mission in Africa only to
learn that his fiancee is too busy to
appreciate his homecoming. He also
learns that he has been assigned to
start a mission for fallen women in
the dark recesses of London. As
things go on, they get worse and
worse for him, bringing about a very
funny chain of events.

The UNM Ballrooom Dance
Club's annual Fall Formal will be
held from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. on
Nov. 19 in the SUB Ballroom.
Billed as the biggest dance of
the semester, performances by
dance students and refreshments
will be provided for those attend·
ing. Semi-formal dress will be
observed. Tickets are $3,00 for
dance club members, $4.00 for
non-members.
The UNM Ballroom Dance
Club is the only chartered club on
campus devoted to the enjoyment
and promotion of ballroom
dance. Ballroom dance may best
be defined as the social dances
popular in the '30s: waltz, foxtrot, tango, rumba, cha cha and
swing.
The Dance Club encourages
interest in social and international dance, sponsoring workshops
and free mini - lessons at every

Other characters include Slatterwhite (Michael Hordel1\), a lovable
butler who can't remember anything
and gets lost in a mansion innumerable times;. Lady Ames (Maggie
Smith), one of the richest, most
beautiful women in England, who
has an intere·st in Fortescue's fertility symbol; and Lord Ames (Trevor
Howard), the richest, most bigoted
man in England, who especially
hates missionaries.
If you like English accents and
European settings, then you may
end up seeing The Missionary twice.
Much of it takes place in magnifi- .
cent castles, Scottish moors, and the
backstreets of London. The photography effectively captures the authenticity of the Edwardian period.

regular meeting. This semester's
programs have included lessons
by Bill Litchman, square dance
instructor; a clogging dance demonstration by Linda Warfield,
tap dance teacher; and country
western, rumba and cha cha lessons.
Marlene Johnson, the club's
social director, said regular club
meetings are held at 7;30 to 9:30
every Friday night in the SUB
with 75 cent admission for students, $1 admission for nonstudents, and free to club members. A semester's membership
is $5 for students and $7 non students.
All persons interester.l in dance
are welcome, Johnson said. "Beginning dancers are encouraged
to attend, because there are always people willing to teach new
steps or help someone master unfamiliar ones," Johnson added.

the

UNM Poets & Writers Series
Noon Reading Series

~~

and

~(.. ~·-"·-"·"·"··-

Poets On Film*

Perhaps the best and worst parts
of this movie are its hidden statements on society. Often light
humor, as this is, keeps one from
~cognizing. any underlying meanmg. The Missionary presents an intelligent audience with thoughts on
religion, happiness and truly civilized people.

~

~

featuring

November 17 Leo Romero

[ ___ "

Noon. Franklin Dickey Memorial Theater

CHI3 108)

free

Sponsored by GSA

free

'.

MISSIONARY

theatre review

#Folly' a confusing show
By Michaelle Myers

Jeff AleKander

JOE JACKSON

.l.SlT • MCAT • GRE
BR£ PSYCH • GIE 810
MAT • GUT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT • PSAT • ACII£YEMEIIlS
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSIP
IIArL MlO BDS • ECFMG
FlEX • VG£ • MDI • RIIBDS
CPA • SPEED READIIIG
~-~~.

....

EDUCATIONAL CENT£R

res' Preparation SpeeiaHst'
Slnee 1933

~or lllttumai,on,

Please Gill:

265•2524

Ask About

Our New
Speed Reading
Program

4

HARRY'S PLACE
Central

at Vale

POLISH SAUSAGE

$1.79
HOMEMADE
VEGETABLE SOUP

80¢
This Week SPECIALS

BUY BOTH FOR $2.25
VIDEO GAMES 2 for

:25~

is essential for the audience to
understand why she is as tense as she
Friedman: ''This is a Waltz: One, is.
two, three, one, two, three ... "
As she continually tries to flee the
Talley's Folly ,like the waltz that stage to get away from Matt, we get
the main character describes in the the image of young-girl-trying-tofirst scene, has graceful moments, is escape-dirty-old man instead of
hard to perform and doesn't last long spinster fleeing another possibly unenough.
happy romance.
The scene is Lebanon, Missouri
Phillip Bock plays the 42-year1944. We are greeted by a kindly old bored accountant Because of
Jewish gentleman, Matt Friedman, World War II he is one of the few
who is holed Up in a broken down unmarried men still left in the states.
boathouse. He tells us he finds this He dosen 't want children and for this
setting very romantic and that this reason chooses the single life.
play will only last 97 minutes.
Perhaps the most moving scene in
Enterthe object of his desire, Sal- the play comes as Matt explains the
ly Talley, screeching out inquiry af. horror of a childhood spent in detenter inquiry as to what he is doing in tion centers in Europe. His father
her boathouse, what he has done to was a scientist during World War I
upset her anti-Semitic family and with a secret the French wanted to
why he has come from St. Louis just know and tortured his young daugh·
to harass her.
ter in order to get.
"I will never bring a child into
A problem arises when Sally and
Matt begin their interaction. For the this world to be killed for causes,''
first twenty minutes of the play we says Matt reflecting on this experi·
are not sure what type of relationship ence.
Boy gets girl in the end, but we
the two share, what has prompted
Matt to visit, or why most of Sally's never have time to develop strong
dialogue is screamed rather than feelings for the characters. Before
spoken.
we can grieve for Matt or his sister
They had been lovers; or came we are told that Sally too had a tragic
close to it 1944. The meat of the · childhood. A bout with tuberculosis
story begins when Matt, after a has left her sterile. With a quick reyear's absence, comes back to the solve of guilt feelings about barreness, the two decide to marry and
boathouse to reclaim his love.
The sources of conflict in the play leave the set to live happily-ever·
are Sally's age and Matt's boredom after. But wait; poor Matt, poor Sally, poor Matt's sister: there is
with his life.
Sally's youthful face and rib- enough material here for another 97•
boned hair as seen on actress Phyllis minute production.
Bock and Bloom move gracefully
Bloom give no hint that she is supposed to be a spinster. This is a ma- togetherin the limited space of the
jor flaw in the production and a ma- Vortex Theatre stage and the seen·
jor source of confusion, as the in- ery, also, is effective. The producformation
about Sally's social. status
tion runs througllt- Novpmber.
. .. . . .. .
.

. .

I

'

.I

~

<

~

THERE IS ROOM FOR YOU IN ASUNM!
Applications are now being accepted
for the following positions:
. Assistant to the President
Assistant to the Vice-President
Voter Registration Committee
Budget Inquiry Board
Fiesta Committee
Cultural Committee
Computer Use Committee
Curricula Committee
Admissions And Registration
Human Subjects
Library Committee
Scholarships, Loans And Prizes
Student Communications Cornmittee

Please apply to
Michael Gallegos
ASUNM President
Suite 242 NM Union
(2nd floor of Sub) 277-5528

j
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Sports

Sports·
NEWSLAND BOOKSTORE

Picture yourself', if you will, as
being in a jail cell in ~ome rinky-dink
town in Montana.
You were arrested for going 16
mph in u 15 mph school zone at
midnight,
You fear your case is hopeless
because the town drunk is serving a
life sentence for a Jirsttime vagran'cy offense, and the judge is known
as "Hanging Hank". You arc told
that you hrtve one phone call and you
have 30 seconds in which to speak.
Who do you call?
Do you call Leon Taylor or F. Lee
Bailey or maybe Perry Mason?

U

· New Inventory

If I were in that sit11ation I
wouldn't hesitate to ring the UNM
South Complex and ask for Joe Lee

Dunn. Coach Dunn is not a lawyer,
but the defensive coordinator and
assistant head coach of the Lobo
football tean. which is 9-1 on the
year and has one of the best defen·
sive units in college football.
The only blemish was a loss at the
hands of the Brigham Young University Cougars, who stand tall between the Lobos and a trip to the
Holiday Bowl in December. Dunn is
the mastermind who has had only
players that are big at heart to mold
into a defensive bunch which could
have given Napoleon a victory at
Waterloo.
l'm sure Coach Dunn could use
those guys and his defensive knowhow to get me out before they give
me some saloon owner who doubles
as the public defender.
Coach Joe Morrison's first two
years at UNM were a bit unbalanced
as the Lobos were the at the top of
the heap when it came to defense,
but always searching to lind an
offense.
Dunn's units have been small in
size and numbers, but have had good
smarts and hearts as big as Texas.
Dunn has used his talent to its fullest
and has had brilliant success. It also
helps to have good athletes to work
with.
His top henchman is named JimJeff Alexander
mie Carter and has been a household TOUGH GOING for Terry Nugent who discovered Saturday
name in New Mexico since his arrivwhy Johnny Jackson is all-conference material.
al some two years ago. Carter, who
hails from Austin, Texas is like most
of the other Lobo defenders in that
he wasn't highly recruited, but has quarterbacks like a hound after jack- back. Kelly Wilson, AI Greenwood,
rabbits.
fit in Dunn's puzzle like a charm.
Chuck Best, along with David
He was joined last year by two Branch, spell trouble for the oppoThe 6-foot-2-inch, junior defensive end. made all-conference as a freshmen on the All-WAC team. nent
freshman and as a sophomore. He is Johnny Jackson and Ray Hornfeek
One of the aforementioned playvery quiet off the field, but makes came onto the scene and quickly put
himself known on it. He chases themselves in the spotlight of defen- ers is always around to pounce on a
fumble or corral a running back. Desive prominence.
fensive linemen aren!talways on the
Jackson' led the Lobos in tackles top of the pile, but are mostly somelast year and it seems as though there where in the middle or a lot of the
are three or four of the S-foot-10- time on the bottom - but they're
inches, 205-pounds Jacksons run- there.
ning around on the field. Jackson
has put many a dent in the bodies of
Since there are two sides of the
opposing signal callers.
field, there must be another defensive end. Mark Eastham has been
Hornfeck, who hails from Tuc- holding his own in battling with
son, plays the run like a linbacker opposing tight ends and tackles.
and the passlike the free safety he is Eastham and Carter rank right up
supposed to be. He could take a. bird there with Robin Cole and Bruce
out of itS cage without opening the Herron as one of the best end comdoor.
binations in Lobo history.

Do your Christmas
shopping at the

UNM Press Booksale

This year the Lobos have found an
offense, but the defense has still
been the key throughout the season.
Jackson, Carter and Homfeck have
kept UNM in line for a third straight
defensive crown. But they've had a
little help this year as they did in
1981.
Down in the trenches loom four
alligator types who keep the opposing linemen occupied, while the
linebackers come through for a
usually brutal attack on the quarter-

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
November 17, 18 & 19
• 8 am to 5 pm
• Hurt books (slightly scuffed but
perfectly readable) at 40% off
• Many other books 1/z price or less
• New books at 20% off
Journalism building, 2nd floor west
All sales cash or check (no credit cards) ·
No dealers No phone orders
•where else can you get 3 different Christmas presents for $3.00??•

large "-•ortment Of
En•••• E•nins•,
Earaaaff••nd
He•vyCotton
Bed•pre•d•
Clearence Slife on
Selected Group• of
FaU Merc:•••dl•e.
Sele al•o eRective at

neao...t

I've said linebackers in plural
form because there are more than
one. Playing opposite Johnny Jackson is like a Volkswagon battling for
roadspace with a semi. There have
been three hombres, who have taken
some of the heat off Jackson apd put
it on opposing quarterbacks.
In the beginning there was Brent
Henson, who was lost early to an
injury. In the middle and around the
sides looms Jake Simpson, who has
made three key interceptions this
year. Now, its Gary Butler, who
gets into opposing backfields before
the ball does.
Dunn has used Butler and Simpson in equal proportions since Simpson returned to active duty, after an
ankle injllry put him on the sidelines. Butler has found a home beside Jackson and they make for unwelcomed company in the enemy's
backyard.
The defensive backs have played
well and despite rnany injuries and
changes, are hanging tough. Homreck along with Nick and Julius
Johnson, Huey Chancellor, Sammy
Parrish, Darren Jenkins and the
latest defensive standout Steve Sauter have had to battle sorne tough
passing teams and have held up quite
well.
Keeping all of this in mind,l think
my choice was quite right. After all,
being in a small town jail is rnuch
like playing poker - having all the
face cards is the only way to get
some recognition.
And having Coach Joe Lee Dunn
on your side is like having all the
aces.

*Discover our larger book
& magazine selection
·
Calendars for 1983
*We're open until 9pm. 7 days
. a week--We open at 9a.m.

*

•

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery ·

2112 Central S,E.

$1
$1.00 off any pizza.
O_ne coupon per pizza.
Expires 11-30-82

Jo~

Cavarena

SAVE by lobo setter Kelly Knowles is one of the many team eHorts that helped the spikers
beat NMSU Friday night at the Pit. The Lobos take on ranked BYU and Utah this weekend to
close their season.

3920 Centrai.SE
262·1662

Jackson is
WAC choice
University of New Mexico .linebacker Johnny Jackson, Monday
was named the Western Athletic
Conference defensive player of the
week for his stellar performance in
Saturday's comeback win against
Colorado State University.
· The sophomore aU•conference
standout made ten tackles (five unassisted and five assisted). He also
had two quarterback sacks for minus
22 yards and one tackle for a fiveyard Joss.
Jackson wasn't done however, he
tipped the pass that Steve Sauter intercepted for a touchdown and
caused a fumble that set up another
score in that key fourth quarter rally.
"The best thing about what John·
ny did," says Head Coach Joe Morrison, "was that it came when we
really needed it. Johnny is a heck of
an athlete."
Jackson is leading UNM in tackles (109) and sacks (13 for ·109
yards. He can be seen for the last
time this year at borne, when the
Lobos take on Hawaii at 6 p.m.
Saturday in University Stadium.

Presenting High Bias IT and the IDtimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going

to guarantee it forever.

We'll ggarantee life-like sound.

Because Permapass!M our unique oxide bon<ting process, locks each oxide
particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music steys live.
Not just the 1st pley: Or the lOOOth. But forever.

We'll marantee the cassette.

Every YaCet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. OUr waved-wafer improves tape-Wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, preciSe tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

Ifyou are evel' diSsatisfied with. Memorex
High Bias II, mail us the tape and we'll replace it free:
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Classified
Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
l)eadline in 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Come to our of/tce. Maron Hall Room 131 (Oil Redondo /Jr. /Jetween the
/Ottmcliwnancl bio/ogr hui/dings J cun· tim<' /hnn 8:00 a .111. to 5:00 p .111. Mon clay
through Friclcn or mail il W lJNM Bot 20, AI/J. N.M. 87/31

1. Personals
lfAI'1'Y IIIRTIIDAY MORAG. Love, Craig. 11/16
!lENNY TilE 11000 -- I'll se<: you in Durango at
Chri~unudor chingn-doing. Tim T.
11/19
HEY I'E(', Jot; Jackson was excellent! Now we're all
PIY~hedl Thnnk§, Peter B.
11/16
UA Vlll It, HAl' I'\' Birthday to one of the gr(atesl
F.£'.'1 around. Love, J.I .. R.
11/16
WilY GO ('IIAZY before finals? l'urty with us in
Red River !lee. 3-~- Call Student Travel Center 271·
2l3fo.
11/30
Tilt: MIXf;() JIAG! While quantities last, half price
sulc on Jordan Almonds and Gourmet Jelly Beans,
reg. $3.99/lb, now $2/lb. Check us out at 121 Yale
SE, '• lilk soulh of Central.
11/19
Nt;.:m;u; INf'ORMATION ABOUT students who
think they hii\C been discriminated against. Entirely
confidcnllal. Pku1e call Ramona ut277-5374. ll/17
WI> CiOT mSTRIDUTORS. !'rescription eyeglass
frame~. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. S54.SO (regular S65.00). l'ny Less Opticians,
~019 Mennul N.l'., across from t.uBelles.
tfn
IIA VI~ A IIS/DA ln Biology, Chemistry, or Physics?
Peace Corps will train you 10 teach science nt the
secondary education level. Cnll277· 2961.
ll/19
AUOI'TION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266·58~7.
11/22
l'ASSI'ORT, li)ENTIFICATION I'IIOTOS. FilS!,
mexpcnsivc, pleasing. Lowest prices in town! Two for
SS, Four rorS7. Nenr UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.F.. , ('omerSilver, or caii26S·I323.
tfn
ACCURAn; INFORMATION ABOUT con·
tmccption, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
C.'ON'rAC.'TS·I'OLJSIIJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical ('ompnny 011 Lomas just west of Wll!lhington.
tfn
PltEGNANCY TES'fJNG & counseling. Phone 247·
~~

~

2. Lost & Found
f'OUND: IU:IGt: PURSE belonging to L. Neudecker.
('laim putscnt 131 Marron Hall.
11/19
U)ST: GLASSES, AT Computer Center, Nov. 7.
Reward.!!83-1719.
11118
Cl.AIM VOUR t.OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00n.nt.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
C.'Rt:ATIVf: PERSONAL CIIILDCARI':, pre-school
nge. l?nimsltyarea. 265·2745.
11119
I'IANO J.t:SSONS. D•:GREED, e~perienced,

~uture Futon
Company
~--~~~~wr
ar

f6

futons:

x 8J" -

$!6

12113
pntient. 266-6212.
TYI'IS'f. ON CAMI'US. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242·3093.
11/30
nt:Ail TillS AD -Typist will type term papers of
ntl kinds. Quality work at n low price. Cnii821·69J6.
11130
TYPING., .WITII ELECTIUCITY and style. Call
Jim, 873·2257, bctween6 p.m. and 8 a.m.
11/17
l'ltOFt:SSIONAI. TYPING BV English/editor. Vast
experience whh dissertations, papers. Editing
nvallublc. 256-0916.
11/16
<iliiTAit l.ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
STOP SMOKING WITHOUT climbing the walls.
Start Monday, be a nonsmoker Friday. Money baclr
guarantee. Tile Last Match. 266·7066.
11/18
TYPING. IliA NNE 881·3542,
11/22
24 IIOUR TYPING service ncar UNM. Call 247·
3519.
12/13
VERY BEST TYPING: term papers, manuscripts,
research, also tutoring. Reasonable, 296-1794. 11/l 9
TYPERIGIIT- PltOn:SSIONAL
TYPING
service. 265-5203.
IJ/24
l4110UR TYPING, Jean 881·0628,
11/22
QUAUTY TYPING. LOMAS.Tramwny area. 8S
cents/page, 299-1355.
12113
ACCURATE, PltOFESSIONAt. 'fVPING and other
secretarial services, Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 884·
6564.
12113
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor. 242·
5472 after S p.m.
11/30

c:;overed

...,.agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

TYPIST TE~M Papers, Re$Umes 299-8970,

11/30
TYPING. Mt:DICAI./SCIENTIFIC termlnolosy.
Papcrs,labrepons, etc, After6p.m. 821·4378, 11/19
ACULEX WORD PROCF.SSING: Theses, dlsse~
tations,term phpers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181,
11/19
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING at reasonable ~ates in
my home. Specializing In thesis and term papers, 2969272 after~ p.m. and weekends,
11/22

4. Housing
TWO BEDROOM, UNFURNISHED, 545 Alvardo
SE, $230 plus utllltles, $ISO deppsil, clean, carpeted,
265·4254,
11/18
FUitNISIIED $156/MONTH, all utilities paid e~cept
lights for attractive downtown bllSement apt. Ideal
for single mule in downtown area. 255·3265.
11/19
t'OR RE'l'iT; EFFICIENCY 1;1panment, 1410 Girard
N,E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, nil utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
fumlshed·security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen witli dishwasher and dl$posal, recreation
room, swimrning pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
ONE UR $130. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
paid, 1218 Copper NE. Three blocks to UNM 842·
6170,
11/17
APARTMENT FURNISHED $180/mo., Un·
furnished $165/mo. near UNM·TVI. Call 242·7721
or242·7081,
11/17
ROOM FOR RENT. Nice neighborhood, SIJS/mo
plus V. utilities. 293-2943 after S p.m.
11/22

l

_.

SE
243-0338
~--·-· ~- ~--- ::::=:..======~'

nings/Weel(. Indian School/Carlisle area, 268·5078,
11/19
PROFF..SSIONAL COUPLE OFFERS room and
board In exchange for transportation for children,
babysitting and some meal preparation, 243·2635
after 6 p.m.
11/18
BALLOONS 13ALLOONS, GIVE that someone
special a "big lift.'' !lnlloon Bouquets for ali oc·
casions- Birthday, Anniversary, Get Well, New
Baby, or "just because I Jove you." City-wicle
delivery, many costumes. 298·5411.
11122

6. Employment

9. Las N oticias

PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. MuH be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE,
5Sl6 Menuul NE.
11/23
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUI'dMER/year
round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia, All fields. $500.
.$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC,
13ox52-NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA92625,
11/24
PART·TII'dE HELP needed. Three hrs per day Mon.
thru Thurs. and three hrs. on Sa(, Minimum wage,
Call Ron262-0888,
ll/17

LAS VEGAS NIGIIT after the Lobo game Saturday,
Nov. 20, at 1801 Mesa Vista NE. Games, prizes, food
and lots of fun. Open to the public.
11/19
GAY/LESBIAN STUDENT Union will meet
Wednesday, 11/17/82 at7:3() p.m., SUB 231A/13. All
are welcome. We will talk with promlnnnt community
leaders.
11117
CLUB? MEF;TING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticias.
tfn

.TOP DOG

7. Travel
GOING TO IDAHO? Two people ne<:!l ride to Boise
area. Anytime from Dec. 18 on. Shure expenses. 277·
24!13, keep trying.
ll/18
CHARTER BUSES TO any point, NM or USA, Gray
Line 243·5501,
11/16
ADVERTISE YOUR TIUP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Daily Lobo,
tfn
FLV TO NEW York for Christmas vacation. $358
round trip, must book by Nov, 17, Call 277-2336
Student Travel Center.
11/16

S. ForSale
Mt:TALOFFICE DESK $50.884-5123.
11/19
STEREO AND RECORDING equipment, and
musicial instruments for sale or trade, Cull Mark 242·
0404 or 345·3311 ext. 2271.
II /22
1976 VEGA 4 sp, cas settee stereo, ste<:l belted radials,
good condition. $1495 or best offer. Call Vince 277·
3973.
11/22
IBM CORRECTING SELECTRlC 11, brand new in
box, $890,292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings).
11/23
1977 KZ400, RUNS great. 65 mpg. Must sell, $625.
Cull277·3770.
11/19

8. Miscellaneous

*PTesents The *
ETsPECIAL

(eveTV Tuesday)
FREE Salad
with Roast Beef
Sandwich PuTchase
Lam. . et Y•l• Tekeout- 842·11112

KllTEN NEEDS GOOD home, Siamese, 298·3554.
11/16
CIIILDCARE NEEDED, INFANT, two mor·

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Vale

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75

COFFEE

COURT COST AOOITIONAL
NO CHARGE 011 OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION
We.tern Bank Bldg./l4l·2Wl

19¢
Anytime 9AM to 8PM
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25

STOP SMOKING!
. ,;,..•

.-...------~------,

I~- I
I
~~\
I
1 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
.a & A Large Soft Drink 1
$1.65....,
I
I
...........
I
I

127 Harvard SE
'.21111. 1. aU:•••

"NO
MORE
MR. NICE
GUY:'
"I'm not my old lovable
. self when I'm around
' cigareHes. I get real
cranky. So I want all you
smokers to quit once
and for all. And who
knows? You might even
put a smile on my face:'
American Cancer Socielyt

Without climbing the walls
We break life·Jong
addictions
IN JUST 5 DAYS
Call the LAST MATCH
2tl&o70116
Monay·Back Guarantee!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I
I

·---------------~

51tl0£1'1TSI'ECIAI,l0";<.1lh """''1111!)

SPECIAL PRICES ON all Mountain 13ikes and
Centurion Cllc 10-speeds Tuesday through Saturday.
Harvard 13ike HOuse 2SS·8808.
11/17
YAMAHA TRUMPET AND CllSe. Good condition,
$15. 884-5123,
1!119
-;;REI\GANOI'diCS IS TROJAN Horsesh•.t"
bumperstlcker $2, 3/$5. Southwest Specialties, 1901
Eubank NE, Drawer 222-B, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87112,
11/17
BICYCLE, WOMEN'S RALEIGH l<l·speed. Good
ll/17
condition, 898·5342.

ACROSS
1 Erect tents
5 Legend
9 Herring
14 Lily plant
15 Lackaday
16 Texas shrine
17 Compass
stands
19 Salk's
concern
20 African
money
21 Allow
23 Recite
24 Went in
27 Dessert
29 Beginning
31 Sounds
35 Atlantic cape
37 House parts
39 Motionless
40 Space
42 State capital
44 Goofy
45 Container
47 Purport
49 Crag
50 Go quickly
52 Hare, e.g.
54 At the peak
56 Entertains

59 Old Bailey
62-and
dont's
64Tete-65 Confine
67 Purpose
70 Celtic tongue
71 Rail bird
72 Italian peak
73 Ms. Middler
74Jug
75 Remainder
DOWN
1 Telegram
2 Strange
3Wearlsome
4 Writer
5 Pouch
6 Whole
7 Highlander
8 Property
9 Weaken
10 Scheming
11 Chest sound
12 E. indian
vine
13 Implement
18 Eagle's home
22 Color
25 Expletive
26 Turf piece

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED
e R IGS
L
R e
OMI

~

~~~S
AMAH

I

PASTE
ARMOR
t7'V~ACT ION

-...._8""'
p~

.
0 EDT
EN
R
eN N
PAUL
ERA
~
A B R E
AM
S I A
HE SEC OND
ORNIS
A
NEED
A~ E
E R~
S P D 0 F
S 0 FAR
RAM
L ADE
GRIAVES
AC E S
R~MANiAGLE
AMISS
MILE
c e L T
S P R E E
P A S T
e o E S

~~-

28 French ruler
30 Not at all
32 Washlngtonlan
33 Hence
34 Excel
35 Curve
36 Ms. Charles
38 Don
41 Alloy expert
43 Baited
46 Asian fete
48 "King Lear''

•

role
51 Drowse
53 Prate
55 Dignity
57 Collars
58 Fr. legislature
59 Smooth
60 French river
61 Leave out
63 Neve
66 Article
68 Three: lt.
59 Jug lug

